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Replicate samplings of soil populations were made
at two other Soviet coastal stations, Molodezhnaya
(67 0 40'S. 45 0 51'E.) and Novolazarevskaya
(70 0 46'S. 11 0 50'E.). The opportunity to extend the
biological investigations to those locations was pro-
vided when Ob' carried out her annual resupply
mission. Near those stations, particularly Mob-
dezhnaya, are extensive snow-free areas and topog-
raphies and climates that favor the growth of
established biota. New species of mites, mosses,
and bacteria have been identified from these two
localities.

The results of the investigations at Mirnyy demon -
strate that a complex of ecological factors determines
the pattern of distribution of organisms. The occur-
rence of the organisms is apparently related chiefly to
soil composition and climate. Birds are considered an

important biotic factor in the distribution of antarctic
organisms. In the process of surviving in particular
environments, the organisms probably develop
adaptive mechanisms.
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During the austral summers of 1965-1966 and
1966-1967, I joined the U.S. Antarctic Research
Program (USARP) as an exchange scientist to con-
duct glacial-geological investigations near the border
of the ice sheet in southern Victoria Land. Pre-
viously, I had made similar studies as a member of

a Belgian expedition in the SØr Rondane Mountains
of Queen Maud Land, in both regions, my main ob-
jective was to study the mechanisms of glacial ero-
sion and deposition by the ice sheet's outlet glaciers.
After I had analyzed these mechanisms in Queen
Maud Land, the desirability of comparing them
with those of another region of East Antarctica be-
came evident. Southern Victoria Land was selected
for this purpose because of its proximity to Mc-
Murdo Station, where excellent facilities for carrying
out field work are provided by USARP and the U.S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica. Therefore, an
official request for me to visit this region was sent by
the Belgo-Dutch Antarctic Committee to the Office
of Antarctic Programs, through whose cooperation
field trips were arranged for the two summers.

Southern Victoria Land is characterized by the
presence of outlet glaciers derived from the ice sheet
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of East Antarctica. These glaciers enter and cross
the Transantarctic Mountains, flowing down the val-
leys on the eastern side until they reach McMurdo
Sound or points within the range where they front on
dry valleys.

The ice-free valleys, with their many exposed
walls and moraine fields, are excellent sites at which
to study the glacial history of the Continent. Several
different "glaciations" have been recognized there,
and several papers concerning them have been pub-
lished, providing much information about the de-
velopment and fluctuations of the enormous quantity
of ice that covers most of Antarctica—factors that
are of global importance. Furthermore, these valleys,
particularly the ones in the western part of the
region near the ice sheet, are very good sites for
studying the dynamics of glacial erosion and depo-
sition, which are the subjects to which we directed
our attention.

One portion of our investigation was centered in
the Upper Ferrar Glacier area, at a location where a
lobe of the ice sheet enters a local ice-free cirque.
The cirque is cut in a part of the Beacon Sandstone
Formation that is intruded by dolerite sills. Our ex-
amination of an extensive moraine field in this cirque
shed some light on the processes by which shear
moraines are formed. The moraine field is neither
exclusively the result of the influence of a single
shear plane, along which the debris had been scraped
up from the bed and carried into the ice, nor simply
the consequence of upwarping at the edge of the
glacier in the ablation zone, where layers of debris
were incorporated within the ice by a freezing-in
process. The moraine field is complex because it is
related to the dynamics of the border of the ice sheet;
these dynamics consist of both upwarping and fault-
ing of the ice along zones of weakness that have
different orientations and ages. This example has
contributed to the solution of the general problem
of the formation of inner moraines near the edges of
polar ice sheets.

Our examination of this deposit also revealed
many small fragments of dolerite, thus indicating
significant glacial erosion of this material. The find-
ing serves to introduce the second type of study we
made, which concerned erosional activity of the out-
let glaciers.

We investigated the upper parts of most of the out-
let glaciers between Mackay and Skelton Glaciers.
Geologically, this area consists of gently dipping,
light-colored Beacon Sandstone that has been in-
truded by dark dolerite sills. Both the sandstone and
the dolerite have been cut by the outlet glaciers.
Glacial steps or icefalls generally occur at the level
of the dolerite outcrops observed at the sides of the
glaciers.

In terms of erosional activity, two types of outlet
glaciers were distinguished:

One is a large glacier, such as Taylor Glacier,
whose steps are conspicuous even where the dolerite
is covered by a large amount of ice. Erosion of the
dolerite is the result of the thermal and mechanical
conditions that exist at the base of the glacier. The
fact that considerable erosion of the dolerite occurs
is attested to by the abundance of this rock in ground
moraines.

The second type of glacier is a relatively small
one, suCh as Webb Glacier, whose ice does not
entirely cover the dolerite sills. In this case, the
maximum erosion of the dolerite takes place at the
level at which the outlet glacier is fed by the ice
sheet. Dolerite is eroded not only by direct glacial
action, but also by frost-shattering of outcrops be-
tween two glacial chutes, where enough meltwater is
present to cause such action. Ice avalanches or en-
largements of the glacier serve to evacuate the
eroded fragments. (The ice-free lateral slopes farther
from the ice sheet are relatively immune to erosion
because not enough moisture is present at those
levels for effective frost-shattering of the rock.) As
glacial erosion continues, the steps tend to retreat
parallel to themselves in an upward direction.

Glacial erosion consists of the plucking of frost-
shattered dolerite debris and the abrasion of Beacon
Sandstone, which causes separation of the quartz
grains. These activities account for the mineralogical
composition of the gravel and fine fractions of the
moraines of the region. Ninety percent of the gravel
fraction between 6 and 12 mm in size is dolerite, and
90 percent of the fine fraction between 100 and 250
microns in size consists of quartz grains. This gen-
eral inversion of the lithological components in the
two size ranges is the result of the types of erosion
described above.

Similar erosional and depositional processes were
observed at the border of the ice sheet in Queen
Maud Land.

A better understanding of the erosional activity of
the polar ice sheets remains the key to a more precise
interpretation of the fossil glacial features of North
America and northern Europe.
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